
1/11/44 
 

Dear Sis─ 
 
 I received your letter together with one from home.  I can really see that you all 
had an enjoyable new year’s celebration.  I think I already wrote you about my doings at 
the time. 
 
 Thanks for the birthday present.  Mine falls on the 14th, and another fellow in our 
squad has his on the 15th, so we’re all going to celebrate on the most convenient date, 
that being Saturday night.  I suppose it’ll all be over by the time you receive this. 
 
 We have one cake cinched, and we’ll try for another if we can get the proper 
connections.  To the 3rd squad of the 1st platoon of L company (that’s us) this is going to 
be more than just a birthday celebration for a couple of us.  They’re looking forward to 
this weekend and I hope we have a nice time. 
 
 Surely I remember Walter Paglow.  He’s a corporal in the Signal  Corps and hes 
[sic] the fellow who took several pictures for you.  If I could get a three day pass, it 
would be an easy matter to get to Memphis.  Incidently [sic], we passed through it on 
the furlough trip.  As conditions are right now, its [sic] quite impossible for me to get a 
three day pass so it’s pretty sad by me. 
 
 I could contact her (Paglow’s friend) by letter though, and if it’s okay by her, I 
could tell anyone from my squad to look her up if they should be in Memphis.  I will 
myself, though, as soon as I get the chance. 
 
 I hope you did all right with your dancing.  After all, you’ve gotta have some fun 
and dancing is o.k. in a lot of ways. 
 
 I guess the next time I get to see the ole office at the beach, I’ll think I’m in the 
wrong place.  I certainly envy the warm weather you say you’re having down there, I 
hope you don’t ours [sic]. 
 
 To tell you the truth, I’d just about forgotten that I’d sent Anisan those playing 
cards.  When I came across them in New York, it struck me that maybe they’d like 
some.  Y wrote from home about the can of ajinomoto I’d sent, said M was hoarding it.  I 
guess it must be rare stuff. 
 
 Its [sic] drizzling slightly at this moment and I thank the schedule that kept us in 
garrison.  I know how those out in the rain feel, and if cold and rain together isn’t a 
destroyer of morale to us, nothing is. 
 
 I haven’t been doing much lately.  The shows coming [sic] here now are those we 
saw while on furlough and the rest are double bills.  Tonight’s show is “What a Woman” 
which I already saw.  That leaves me some time to sleep tonight. 



 
 I don’t know why but my mind just turned to a nice big steak dinner and I’ll be 
hungry until I do get one.  Haven’t had one in weeks.   
 
 At any rate, goodbye for now. 
 
      love 
      Stan 
 


